Tile Work Runner

Designed by Karen Pharr

Approximate size: 32” x 14”

Botanica
Judith Baker Montano

AJM-8855-191 Autumn

AJM-8888-191 Autumn

AJM-8859-49 Olive

AJMM-8861-191 Autumn
Tile Work Runner
Quilt design and instructions by Karen Pharr
Finished Quilt Size  Approx.  32” x 14”

Fabric Requirements
8855-191  ¾yd (large tile print)
8888-191  1 yd (small tile stripe for sashing)
8859-49   ½ yd (inner border and binding)
8861-191  ½yd (outer border)

Creating Your Tile Blocks
From the large tile print, cut (3) sets of tiles each with (4) matching tiles. With (4) matching tiles, arrange in your favorite way by spinning your blocks until the centers meet the way you like them best. Do this with each set of four.

Once you have chosen the layout of your block, sew together as a 4-patch. Repeat this for each set of 4 tiles.

Sashing
From 8888-191, you will cut the floral stripe from the stripe print (cut 2” wide). You will need (4) strips that measure 9” x 2” for sashing between and at the ends of each 4-patch block.

From the remaining 8888-191, cut two stripes from the floral stripe, each measuring 2” x 31”. Sew along each side of the runner.

Inner Border
From 8859-49, cut two 1” x 31” strips and two 1” x 13” strips. Sew the 31” borders to the two long sides of your runner. Next, add the two 13” strips to each end.

Outer Border
From 8861-191, cut two 2” x 32” strips and two 2” x 17” strips. Follow the sequence for the inner border and add your outer border.

Finish your top by quilting as desired and add binding.